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PASS
Zokyo’s Security Team has concluded 
that this smart contract passes 
security qualifications to be listed on 
digital asset exchanges.

This document outlines the overall security of the Triall smart contracts, evaluated by Zokyo's 
Blockchain Security team.

Technical Summary

The scope of this audit was to analyze and document the Triall smart contract codebase for 
quality, security, and correctness.

There were no critical issues found during the audit.

Contract Status

low Risk
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Testable Code

100%75%50%25%0%

your average

INDUSTRY STANDARD

The testable code is 100 %, which is above the industry standard of 95%.

It should be noted that this audit is not an endorsement of the reliability or effectiveness of 
the contract, rather limited to an assessment of the logic and implementation. In order to 
ensure a security of the contract we at Zokyo recommend that the Triall team put in place a 
bug bounty program to encourage further and active analysis of the smart contract.

. . .
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Auditing Strategy and Techniques Applied

The Triall smart contract’s source code was taken from one archive provided by the Triall 
team. 

Throughout the review process, care was taken to ensure that the contract:

Implements and adheres to existing standards appropriately and effectively;
Documentation and code comments match logic and behavior;
Follows best practices in efficient use of resources, without unnecessary waste;
Uses methods safe from reentrance attacks;
Is not affected by the latest vulnerabilities;
Whether the code meets best practices in code readability, etc.

SHA-256 (initial): 7f0a3155b80641139f9ec902c27d88dbc32aeb90a148cd9790b3df0059f20cad 

SHA-256 (post-audit):  dafd030fefcbafd95f55bb0f241e0b3ad27f815315b3557913412f59133b51f0

Zokyo’s Security Team has followed best practices and industry-standard techniques to verify 
the implementation of Triall smart contracts. To do so, the code is reviewed line-by-line by our 
smart contract developers, documenting any issues as they are discovered. Part of this work 
includes writing a unit test suite. In summary, our strategies consist largely of manual 
collaboration between multiple team members at each stage of the review:

1
Due diligence in assessing the overall 
code quality of the codebase.

2
Cross-comparison with other, similar 
smart contracts by industry leaders.

3
Testing contract logic against common 
and uncommon attack vectors.

4
Thorough, manual review of the 
codebase, line-by-line.

Within the scope of this audit Zokyo auditors have reviewed the following contract(s)
  Vesting.so
  PrivateVesting.so
  VestingFactory.so
  TriallToken.sol

. . .

EXECUTIVE Summary

. . .
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There were no critical issues found during the audit.

High risk issue was connected to incorrect amounts calculation, which can lead to incorrect 
token distribution, though it takes place in few situations. Other findings are connected to 
missing checks and validations, or coding style. All together the mentioned findings may have 
an effect only in case of specific conditions. 

Nevertheless, all mentioned findings were successfully fixed by the Triall team.

Structure and Organization of Document

. . .
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For ease of navigation, sections are arranged from most critical to least critical. Issues are 
tagged “Resolved” or “Unresolved” depending on whether they have been fixed or addressed. 
Furthermore, the severity of each issue is written as assessed by the risk of exploitation or 
other unexpected or otherwise unsafe behavior:

The issue has minimal impact on the 
contract’s ability to operate.

Low

The issue has no impact on the contract’s 
ability to operate.

Informational

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

High

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to operate in a way that doesn’t significantly 
hinder its behavior.

Medium

The issue affects the contract in such a way 
that funds may be lost, allocated incorrectly, 
or otherwise result in a significant loss.

Critical

. . .
Complete Analysis

medium

No deposit token validation



Vesting.sol

Since the contract does not have any validation for deposit tokens, consider the usage of 
SafeERC20 library for transfers of deposit token and ReentrancyGuard in order to prevent 
reentrancy+fake token attack combination.

Potentially affected methods:

Vesting.withdrawFunds()

Vesting.deposite()

Recommendation:
- Use SafeERC20 library for deposit token transfer() and transferFrom()

- move storage changes before the transfer/transferFrom operation

- use ReentrancyGuard for affected methods

high

Incorrect total in case of whitelist re-setting



PrivateVesting.sol, setWhitelist(), line 95

In case if whitelist should be re-set (there are some deposits set), the _totalDeposit will be 
calculated incorrectly. In case if the user has a deposit (line 94), its value is subtracted from the 
_totalDeposit, but is never increased by _tokenAmount[] for this user. In spite of the 
deposit[user] value is actually changed to _tokenAmount[index]. Thus, the token amount is 
not taken into the consideration for that user.

Recommendation:
“else” statement is unneeded. Subtract deposit[user] value within the “if” statement and 
always perform the addition of _tokenAmount[index] value.

Triall Smart Contract Audit
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Pass

TriallTokenPrivateVesting, VestingVestingFactory

Hidden Malicious Code

Default Public Visibility

External Contract 
Referencing

Entropy Illusion (Lack of 
Randomness)

Unchecked CALL Return 
Values

Short Address/ 
Parameter Attack

Race Conditions / Front 
Running

Signatures Replay

Tx.Origin Authentication

Pool Asset Security 
(backdoors in the 
underlying ERC-20)

General Denial Of 
Service (DOS)

Floating Points and 
Precision

Uninitialized Storage 
Pointers
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medium

Recommendation:
Use a fixed version of the Solidity and OZ library.

Set Solidity version fixed



Contracts have ^0.8.0 Solidity version and ^4.1.0 OpenZeppelin version. Technically such a 
setup should pick the highest available version. Nevertheless, the best practice is to have a 
fixed version of Solidity and OZ library (like 0.8.4 or the latest one 0.8.6).

high

informational

informational

Use constant for the accuracy



PrivateVesting.sol, line 150, _calculateUnlock()

Vesting.sol, line 253, _calculateUnlock()

Consider moving the accuracy value to the constant. Such an approach will omit “magic 
number” usage and increase the quality of the code.

Recommendation:
Consider constant usage.

. . .

Delegatecall
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medium

Gas consuming optimization



Since 0.8.x versions of Solidity have built-in support of overflow and underflow prevention 
mechanisms, the SafeMath library user may be omitted throughout the contracts.

Recommendation:
Omit SafeMath library usage.

high

No checks against accuracy



Both PrivateVesting and Vesting contracts has no checks if initial percentage for unlock is not 
greater than the desired accuracy (see _initialPercentage variable).

Recommendation:
Add necessary checks.

. . .

low

low
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We are grateful to have been given the opportunity to work 
with the Triall team.



The statements made in this document should not be 
interpreted as investment or legal advice, nor should its 
authors be held accountable for decisions made based on 
them.



Zokyo's Security Team recommends that the Triall team put in 
place a bug bounty program to encourage further analysis of 
the smart contract by third parties.

. . .
Code Coverage and Test Results for all files

Tests written by Zokyo Secured team

As part of our work assisting Triall team in verifying the correctness of their contract code, our 
team was responsible for writing integration tests using Truffle testing framework. 

Tests were based on the functionality of the code, as well as review of the Triall contract 
requirements for details about issuance amounts and how the system handles these.

Contract: VestingFactory

✓ Should fail if user not owner
✓  Should correct transfer ownership

✓ Should fail if user not owner
✓ Should correct transfer ownership

✓ Should return empty
✓ Should return correct address array after add

✓ Should fail if user not have permissions
✓ Should add if all ok
✓ Should emit event
✓ Should fail if exists for user

✓ Should fail if user not owner
✓ Should remove if all ok

Contract: PrivateVesting
✓ Should get info correctly

✓ startDate
✓ Should revert if total supply incorrect
✓ Should revert if initial unlock percentage more MAX
✓ Should revert if vestingNumberMonth incorrect
✓ Should revert if token price incorrect
✓ Should revert if rewardToken incorrect
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✓ Should revert if incorrect input length array
✓ Should revert if more then totalSupply
✓ Should revert if vesting started
✓ Should set correct 
✓ Should effect on total deposited

✓ Should revert if TGE is zero
✓ Should revert if TGE is set
✓ Should correct set TGE
✓ Should revert if caller is not owner

✓ Should revert if vesting can't be started
✓ Should correct burn unsold token
✓ Should revert if caller is not owner

✓ Should return zero if zero deposited
✓ Should return all balance how locked, if vesting don't start
✓ Should return all unlocked balance if vesting started

✓ Should revert if vesting can't be started
✓ Should correct change rewardsPaid

✓ When one user bouth all tokens
✓ Simulation

Contract: Vesting
✓ Test GetInfo

✓ Should return 0, if all allocation used
✓ Should get correct if remaning is less the max allocation
✓ Should success

✓ Should revert if caller not owner
✓ Should revert if vesting can't be started
✓ Should revert if Withdraw funds was called before
✓ Should correct transfer amount
✓ Should correct burn amount

✓  Should revert if caller not owner
✓ Should revert if arr length incorrect
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. . .
✓ Should revert if vesting is started
✓ Should fail if not have enough allocation
✓ Should correct set amount
✓ Should correct change totalDeposited

✓ Should fail if incorrect sign
✓ Should fail if nonce used before
✓ Should fail if vesting is started
✓ Can't transfer if it is fiat
✓ Check correct transfer
✓ Check correct deposited
✓ Check correct totalDeposited
✓ Check set nonce

✓ if more then max allocation
✓ if more then min allocation
✓ if more then remaining allocation
✓ if more then remaining allocation

✓ signer
✓ Should revert if total supply incorrect
✓ Should revert if vestingNumberMonth incorrect 
✓ Should revert if rewardToken incorrect
✓ Should revert if deposite token incorrect
✓ Should revert if signer incorrect
✓ Should revert if token price incorrect 
✓ Should revert if allocation incorrect

✓ Should revert if TGE is zero
✓ Should revert if TGE is set
✓ Should correct set TGE
✓ Should revert if call not owner

✓ Should return zero if zero deposited
✓ Should return all balance how locked, if vesting don't start
✓ Should return all unlocked balance if vesting started
✓ Should return correct after harvest and by month linear 
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✓ Should revert if vesting can't be started
✓ Should correct transfer amount

✓ When one user bouth all tokens
✓ More user with specific case

Testing contracts:

✓ Should revert in remove if address is not vesting contract 
✓ Should return true if address is vesting contract
✓ Should return false if vesting is not registered

✓ Should revert if contract is already initialized
✓ Should revert if tokens are already burned

✓ Should revert creation if initial unlock percentage > max percentage
✓ Should revert if token is initialized
✓ Deposit => Reward token decimals < staked token decimals
✓ Deposit => Reward token decimals = staked token decimals

FILE

contracts/

PrivateVesting.sol

Vesting.sol

UNCOVERED LINES

All files

100.00

100.00

100.00

% STMTS

100

100.00

100.00

100.00

% BRANCH

100

100.00

100.00

100.00

% FUNCS

100

100.00

100.00

100.00

VestingFactory.sol 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

% LINES

100
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